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1. INTRODUCTION 
The eigen-decomposition of a matrix is one of the basic problems widely encountered in science 
and engineering. In many real-time application fields such as signal processing and automatic 
control, it is desirable to compute as fast as possible the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a matrix. 
However, it is very difficult to perform the eigen-decomposition in real-time mainly because of 
its high computational complexity. Although many digital and sequential methods to decrease 
the computational complexity of the eigen-decomposition have been proposed, it is still difficult 
to provide the desired real-time performance. 
As an alternative, analog computational models for performing the matrix eigen-decomposition 
and other matrix computations have been recently proposed [1-20]. These models are mainly 
based on Tank's and Hopfield's linear programming circuit [21] and related nonlinear program- 
ming circuit [22]. As shown in these references, these analog computational models can be con- 
sidered as specialized analog computers elying on strongly simplified models of neurons. The key 
features of the analog computational model are asynchronous parallel processing, continuous-time 
dynamics and high-speed computational capability. These features how that the analog circuit 
approach offers computational dvantages over the existing sequential algorithms in real-time 
applications. 
However, there are the following questions in the available analog circuit computational models 
for the eigen-decomposition problem. 
(1) The stable states of the networks proposed by [4,5] may be local minima of the corre- 
sponding energy functions, as a result, the desired eigenvalues and eigenvectors cannot be 
guaranteed. The reason is that they use penalty factors in constructing the energy function 
and use the gradient steepest-descent method in deriving the learning algorithms. 
(2) Although the methods proposed in [7-9,17,20] do not encounter the local minimum prob- 
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lem, they can only provide the eigenvector corresponding to the largest or smallest eigen- 
value of a positive definite matrix. The neural network proposed in [8] can also be used 
to compute several eigenvectors, but these eigenvectors have to be corresponding to the 
repeated smallest eigenvalue, that is, this network works only in the case that the smallest 
eigenvalue is multiple. 
(3) Based on the principles of the principal component analysis (PCA) methods [23,24], the 
analog circuit approach for computing in real-time the eigenvectors corresponding to all 
the eigenvalues ofpositive definite matrices can be easily obtained. However, the dynamic 
range of the circuits based on these PCA methods i not well known, as a result, it is not 
easy to deal with their circuit implementation. More important is that, as [25] points out, 
the proof of the convergence of the continuous-time differential equations corresponding 
to these PCA methods i unacceptable mainly because the stationary values of the lower- 
order eigenvectors are in effect assumed for the proof of the convergence of the higher- 
order eigenvectors, asa result, the convergence of the analog circuits based on these PCA 
methods can not be guaranteed and remains a problem. 
The purpose of this paper is to develop an alternative analog circuit approach for performing the 
eigen-decomposition of positive definite matrices. We will show analytically and by simulations 
that the proposed circuit is guaranteed to provide simultaneously all the desired eigenvectors 
and eigenvalues. As the dynamic range is concerned, we will show that the norm of the output 
matrix of the proposed circuit is invariant during the time evolution and equal to the norm of 
the initial state matrix. In addition, the parameters of the circuit can be obtained from the 
given matrix without any computation. For wider and more practical applications, we generalize 
this proposed analog circuit approach to the cases in which the matrix takes complex values, 
the matrix is negative definite, negative semidefinite or positive semidefinite. As a result, this 
proposed approach is satisfactory for many real-time application fields. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with the architecture of the proposed 
computational circuit. In Section 3, we show how to use the proposed circuit to compute the 
desired eigenvectors and eigenvalues. A theoretical nalysis is also given in this section. Further 
discussions are made in Section 4. In Section 5 and Section 6, we give some simulation results 
and conclusions. 
2. THE ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED 
COMPUTATIONAL C IRCUIT  
The proposed computational circuit consists of six parts called main-network, Subnetwork 1, 
2, 3, 4, 5, respectively. The computational units among the main-network and subnetworks are 
interconnected with one another. 
The main-network has N x N computational units. Each unit, denoted by (i,j) ( i , j  = 
1,2,... ,N) is modelled as amplifier with an input-output relationship fij(u), and has an in- 
put capacitor Cq. uq(t) and vq(t) stand for input and output voltages of the unit (i,j). The 
relationship function fij(u) is selected to be a monotonically increasing function, and for math- 
ematical convenience in this paper, fij(u) is selected to be klu, that is, all the computational 
units in the main-network are modelled as amplifier with voltage gains kl. 
Subnetwork 1 has N x N computational units with input-output relationship f(z) = k2z, that 
is, all units in Subnetwork 1 are transresistance amplifiers. The output voltage of the unit (k, j) 
expressed as vi~)(t), for k = 1,2,... ,N; j = 1,2,... ,N. is 
The computational unit (k,j) in Subnetwork 1 receives the input from the unit (i,j) of the 
main-network by an amount proportional to gki. G = {gk/}, for k = 1, 2 . . . .  , N; i = 1,2,. . . ,  N) 
is called connection conductance matrix. Obviously, for each computational unit in Subnetwork 1,
we have 
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N 
V(k~)(t) = k 2 ZgkiUi j ( t ) ,  for k = 1,2, . . .  ,N; j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,Y .  (1) 
i--1 
Each computational unit, denoted by (i, l), for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N; l = i + 1, i + 2 , . . . ,  N in Subnet- 
work 2 consists of multipliers and adders. The output v~)(t) of the unit (i, l) is 
N 
v~ 2)(t) = Zv(~ )(t)vk'(t)' for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,Y ;  l = i + 1, i + 2 , . . . ,N .  (2) 
k=l 
Subnetwork 3 consists of N × N computational units, the output of unit (i, j) is given by the 
following computation 
N j--1 
v(3) ,j (t) = Zg, tv t j ( t )  - Zv~.)( t )va(t) ,  for i = 1,2, . . .  ,Y; j = 1,2, . . .  ,g .  (3) 
1=1 1=1 
Subnetwork 4 has two-layer computational units. The first layer performs the following compu- 
tations 
N 
Cj(t) = Z(vi j ( t ) )2,  for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. (4) 
i----1 
The output of the second layer is 
v~)(t) = ~bj(t)v~3)(t), for i = 1,2, . . .  ,N; j = 1,2, . . .  ,Y. (5) 
Subnetwork 5 has also two-layer computational units, the first layer gives 
N 
Cj(t) = Zv~3)(t)v, j(t) ,  for j = 1,2, . . .  ,Y, (6) 
i----1 
the second layer performs the following computations: 
v~)(t) = Cj(t)v,j(t), for i = 1,2, . . .  ,N; j = 1,2, . . .  ,N. (7) 
v,t~ ) (t) and v~ ) (t) of Subnetwork 4 and Subnetwork 5 inject currents to the The outputs com-  
putat iona l  unit (i, j )  in the main-network by an amount proportional to gl and -g l ,  respectively. 
In terms of Kirchoff's law, we have the following relationship for each unit in the main-network 
= - glVij (t) (8) 
moreover, 
C,j . dt = gl ( -v~ ' ( t ) )  , fori ,  j= l ,2 , . . . ,N .  (9) 
In the following sections, we show how to use this proposed computational circuit to compute 
in real-time the desired eigenvectors and eigenvalues of positive definite matrices. 
3. E IGEN-DECOMPOSIT ION BY  USE OF  THE 
PROPOSED C IRCUIT  
Let us consider a symmetric matrix A with the eigenvalues A1 > A2 > ...  > AN > 01 and the 
corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors 81, S2, . . . ,  SN. In order to use the proposed circuit to 
compute the desired eigenvectors Sl, S2, . . . ,  SN and eigenvalues Ax, A2,.. . ,  AN , we choose 
(1) G -- A, that is, the given matrix A is directly taken as the connection conductance matrix 
of the circuit, 
(2) C,j = C, for i , j  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,g ,  
(3) k2=gl=l .  
1The case that A has no distinct eigenvalues will be discussed in the next section. 
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According to the above relationships, we can write (9) in the partial matrix form 
dVA~) 
dt = K {¢i(t )AjVj ( t )  - t j ( t )V j ( t ) ) ,  for j -- 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, (10) 
where 
j-1 
Aj  = A - E Vi(t)V~(t)A,  for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. (11) 
i=l 
V i ( t  ) (for j = 1, 2, . . .  , N) is the j ,  th column vector of the output matrix V(t) = {vii(t)} of 
the main-network, and K = k l /C  is a positive constant. We also have the following relationships 
in the matrix form: 
¢~ (t) = V~ (0%" (t), (12) 
t j ( t )  = vT( t )A jV j ( t ) ,  for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. (13) 
About the dynamics of this circuit for eigen-decomposition, we have the following theorems. 
THEOREM 1. The norm of the output matrix V(t) of the main-network is invariant during the 
time evolution and is equal to the norm of the initial state V(0), that is 
tr {VX(t )V( t )}  = tr {VX(0)V(0)}, t _> 0. (14) 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1. Multiplying (10) by V f ( t )  on the left yields: 
d II v~(t)It ~ 
= 2K {¢3(t )V~(t )A jV j ( t )  - t j ( t )V~( t )V j ( t )} ,  for j = 1,2, . . .  ,N. (15) 
dt 
Substituting (12) and (13) into (15) gives 
d 1[ Vi( t  ) 112 
= 2K {¢j(t)¢j(t) - tj(t)~bj(t)} = 0, for j --- 1, 2 , . . . ,  N, (16) 
dt 
which shows 
II v j ( t )  II 2 =ll vA0)  II 2, t > 0, (17) 
¢i(t) = ~bj(0), t > 0, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  g .  (18) 
Equation (14) is a direct result of (17), and it concludes the proof of Theorem 1. 
For mathematical convenience, we select 2 t j (0)  =[[ Vj(0) [[2= 1, for j = 1,2, . . .  ,N. In the 
following, we may know that this selection is also necessary if unit eigenvectors are required. If 
we set 
N 
Vi ( t  ) = Ey , i ( t )S , ,  for j = 1,2,. . .  ,N. (19) 
i--1 
Theorem 1 shows 
0 < y~j (t) _< 1, t >_ 0. (20) 
¢ i ( t )= l ,  tk0 ,  fo r i= l ,2 , . . . ,N ;  j= I ,2 , . . . ,N .  (21) 
THEOREM 2. / / the  initial state of the main-network satisfies: vT(0)S j  ~t 0, for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N,  
it holds 
~m V j  (t) = S~, (22) 
~hm tj(t)  = ~j, ~or j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  N. (23) 
2Other selections will be discussed in the next section. 
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Prior to the proof of Theorem 2, we first give a lemma. 
LEMMA. With the same condition as that of Theorem 2, it holds 
y~j(t) < M, jexp(2K(A~-A j ) t ) ,  [orj  = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N ;  i = j+ 1 , j+2  . . . .  ,N, (24) 
and 
lim y~j (t) = 0, i ¢ j, (25) 
t---.oo 
lim yij(t) = 5=1, i = j, for j = 1,2,. . .  N, (26) 
t--*OO 
where Mij is a constant depending on the initial value, the eigenvalues and K. 
The proof of this lemma can been seen in the appendix. 
With this lemma, the proof of Theorem 2 follows. 
Using (19) and (25),(26) gives 
N 
lim Vj(t) = ~ lim yij(t)S, 
t - - *~ ~ t --*00 
i=1 (27)  
= lim yj~(t)S3 
t -"*OO 
= +S j, for j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,N .  
Since -S j  is also a unit eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue ,kj of matrix A, (27) may 
be written in the unified form 
lim Vj (t) = S j, for j = 1, 2 . . . .  , N. (28) 
t---*oo 
For the eigenvalues, we have 
Cj (t) = thm (t)AjVj (t) 
= tli_m V~(t) A -  y '~Vi ( t )v i r ( t )A Vj(t) (29) 
i=1 
= )~j, for j=  l ,2 , . . . ,N .  
This may conclude the proof of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 2 shows that the output of the main-network and the output of the first layer of 
Subnetwork 5 in the steady state provide the desired eigenvectors and eigenvalues, respectively. 
In addition, it can be shown from the above lemma and theorems that 
, ,V j ( t ) -S j , l<Mjexp(~) ,  fo r j= l ,2 , . . . ,N ,  
where Mj and ~-j are constants depending on the initial values, the eigenvalues and K. This 
suggests that ~-j can be considered as a characteristic time constant similar to that of the linear 
circuit and the convergence time of the proposed circuit is at most during an elapsed time of only 
a few time constants. 
4. FURTHER D ISCUSSIONS 
About this proposed analog circuit for computing simultaneously the eigenvectors and eigen- 
values of the positive definite matrix A, we give the following discussions. 
(1) For the case in which A has nondistinct eigenvalues, this circuit may still provide the 
desired eigenvectors. Let us consider that the pth eigenvalue is multiple, that is, ,kp = 
,kp+l . . . .  Ap+M = A, M + 1 < N. In this case, we have 
P+M 
lim Vp( t )= ~]  thmYip(t)Si .  (30) 
t---*oO 
i=P  
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Multiplying the above equation by A on the left yields 
PTM 
lim AVp(t) = E tli-.m~ yip(t)ASi 
t.--*O0 
i=P 
P+M 
= E lira Aiyip(t)S~ 
i=P t--*oo (31) 
P+M 
= A lim Vp(t), 
t---*OO 
which means limt-~oo Vp(t) is still an eigenvector corresponding to the multiple eigen- 
value A of the matrix A. Similarly, limt-~ooVp+l(t),limt-~ooVp+2(t),...,limt-~oo 
Vp+M (t) are all the eigenvectors corresponding to the multiple eigenvalue A of the ma- 
trix A, too. Unfortunately, we failed to give an analytical proof that limt_.~ Vp(t), 
limt--.oo Vp+I (t), . . . ,  limt--,oo Vp+M (t) are orthogonal eigenvectors corresponding to the 
eigenvalue A although extensive simulation results (see Examples 2 and 3) have demon- 
strated this point of view. 
(2) The selection that the initial state of the circuit satisfies Cj(0) = [[ Vj(0) [[2= 1, for j = 
1, 2, . . . ,  N, is only for mathematical convenience and for providing the unit eigenvector. 
In the general case, (22) will become 
tli,m Vj(t) = ~S j ,  for j = 1,2, . . . ,N.  (32) 
(3) The proposed circuit is easily generalized for the case in which the matrix A takes complex 
values. In effect, the eigen-decomposition problem with complex values AS = AS can be 
changed to 
[At + jAi][Sr +jSi]  = A [St + jSi], 
ArSr - AiSi + j [ArSi + AiSr] = ASr + jASi, 
moreover, 
AcSc = ASc, (33) 
where 
-A i  S,. 
A~ = Ai A,. ' Si 
In this case, the matrix Ac with real values is taken as the connection conductance matrix 
and the circuit provides the eigenvector Sc which includes the real part and imaginary part 
of the desired eigenvector S. Consequently, the number of computational units required 
in the main-network and subnetworks i  two times as many as in the real-value case. 
(4) The proposed circuit can be also generalized for providing the desired eigenvectors and 
eigenvalues when the matrix A is positive semidefinite, negative definite and negative 
semidefinite. In these cases, we should select the conductance matrix of the circuit as 
follows: 
G = A + aI, if A is positive semidefinite; 
G = -A ,  if A is negative; 
G = -A  + c~I, if A is negative semidefinite, where a > 0 and I is a unit matrix. 
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We have simulated the proposed circuit for computing the desired eigenvectors and eigenvalues 
of positive definite matrices. We used ki = 1, C = lo4 pF. Three examples are given in this 
paper. The first example is with distinct eigenvalues, the second and the third examples are with 
nondistinct eigenvalues. 
In these simulations, A is the given matrix with N x N elements; Vj(f) and Vj(0) (for 
j = 1,2,*** ,N) are the outputs of the main-network in the steady state and the initial state, 
respectively. 9j ( f ) are the eigenvaiues provided by the output &j(t) in the steady state, &(a), 
forj = 1,2,... , N, is the accurate eigenvahre of the given matrix. Obviously, &(f) = xj(a), for 
j = 1,2,..., N. FinaJy, VT(f)AV(f) and VT(f)V(f), VU) = [Vl(f),V2(f), . . . ,V,(f)l, 
are given, which demonstrate that the proposed approach can perform the accurate eigen- 
decomposition. Note that because of space limit all simulation data are here given in fixed 
point format with five digits. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
7.5635 3.9025 3.5674 
A= 
3.9025 8.1487 5.7788 
3.5674 5.7788 6.1811 
-0.6843 -1.7451 -1.3944 
q$ (f) = 17.0563, 92(f) = 9.9742, 93(f) = 4.3019, 44(f) = 1.2916, 
xi(a) = 17.0563, x2(a) = 9.9742, X3(a) = 4.3019, X4(a) = 1.2916, 
/ 17.0563 
VT (f)AV(f) = I 0.0000 0.0000 
\ -0.0001 
0.0000 0.0000 
9.9742 0.0000 
0.0000 4.3019 
0.0002 0.0003 
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EXAMPLE 2. 
l. [ 2.3279 1.0825 0.8574 -3.2503] 
1 1.0825 6.1087 4.3588 -3.4051 
A= 
[ 0.8574 4.3588 4.7211 -2.7944 
\-3.2503 -3.4051 -2.7944 9.0905 
0.2556 ( 0.3088 
0.5243 V2(f) = -0.5434 
Vl( f )  = 0.4410 ' -0.4822 ' 
-0.6821 -0.6138 
0.2187 V4(f) = --0.6180 
V3(f) = -0.3283 ' 0.6821 ' 
-0.3609 -0.1666 
/o5ooo~ /lOOOO~ 
lO.5OOOl lO.OOOOl 
Vl (0)  = /0 .5000/  , V2(0) = /0 .0000/  , 
\o.5ooo/ \o.oooo1 
/o.oooo~ /o.oooo~ 
11.ooool lO.OOOOl 
v~(o) = |o.oooo/, v~(o) =/1.oooo/ ,  
\o.oooo] \o.oooo/ 
el( f )  =14.7325, ¢2(f) =5.5157, ¢3(f) =1.0000, ¢4(f) = 1.0000, 
Al(a) = 14.7325, A2(a) = 5.5157, Aa(a) = 1.0000, A4(a) = 1.0000, 
14.7325 0.0000 0.0005 0.0002 
0.0000 5.5157 -0.0003 -0.0001 
vT  j)~vkj),~.,r,~ = 0.0005 --0.0003 1.0000 --0.0001 ' 
0.0002 -0.0001 -0.0001 1.0000 
i!iiii ooooo ooooo ooooo, 1.0000 -0.0001 0.0000| V T ( f )v ( f )  -o.oool 1.oooo -o.oool /  I 
0.0000 -0.0001 1.0000] 
EXAMPLE 3. 
1.9799 0.9919 1.3088 -2.8720 1.2426~ 
0.9919 5.5329 4.3886 -2.5873 2.2935| 
A= 1.3088 4.3886 5.4080 -3.5581 2.5588| , 
-2.8720 -2.5873 -3.5581 9.4468 -3.548}I 
1.2426 2.2935 2.5588 -3.5481 2.8797] 
[ 0.2269~ ¢ -0.1945~ 
] 0.4287 0.6014 
Vl ( f )  = | 0.4759 , V2(/) = 0.4333 , 
| -0.6469 0.6424 
\ 0.3461j ~ -0.0124j 
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/-03545, { 0.8832 ~ [-00688 
[-0.6142 [ -0.2358 / [-0.1478 / 
va( / ) - -  | 0.7050 , v4(l)  = 0.2428], vs(Y)-- ] -0 .1732] ,  
!-00077 0.3243/ ! 0.2524/ 
\ 0.0094~ -0.0147] \ 0.9379] 
[ 1.oooo~ / ooooo 
| o.oooo | ] 1.oooo ] 
Vi(O) = 10 .0000/  , V2(O) = ]0 .00001 , 
/°°°°°!  !oooo0! 
\ 0.0000 / \ 0.0000 ]
/ o.oooo ~ o.oooo ~ / o.oooo 
l o.oooo I o.oooo I l o.oooo l 
v~(o) = 11.ooool, v,(o) = o.oooo l '  v~(o) = l°°°°° l '  
I o.oooo ! 1.oooo / I o.oooo ! 
\ 0.0000 ] 0.0000 ] \ 1.0000 / 
01(f)---16.6844, ¢2(f)=5.5629, ¢3(f)=1.0000, ¢4(f)=1.0000, ¢5(f)=1.0000 
Al(a) = 16.6844, A2(a) = 5.5629, £3(a) = 1.0000, £4(a) = 1.0000, As(a) = 1.0000, 
/' 16.6844 0.0000 0.0003 -0.0007 0.0000 
| 0.0000 5.5629 -0.0002 0.0006 0.0000 
vT( f )AV( f )=]  0.0003 0.0002 1.0000 0.0003 0.0000 , 
|--0.0007 0.0006 0.0003 1.0000 0.0000 
\ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 
i 
1.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000~ 
0.0000 1.0000 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000] 
VT f f )V ( f )= 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 0.0003 0.0000[. 
0.0000 0.0001 0.0003 1.0000 0.0000 / 
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000/ 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
We have proposed an analog circuit approach for performing the eigen-decomposition of positive 
definite matrices. We have shown analytically that the proposed circuit is guaranteed to provide 
all the desired eigenvectors and eigenvalues. The simulation results have also demonstrated the 
accuracy of the theoretical nalysis and the effectiveness of this proposed approach. As a result, 
this proposed circuit approach can serve as an alternative tool of the eigen-decomposition of 
positive definite matrices in many real-time application fields. 
APPENDIX  
The proof of the Lemma reads as follows. 
For j = 1, we substitute (19) into (10) and have 
dyil(t) = K(A~yil(t) - ¢ l ( t )yf l ( t ) ) ,  for i = 1, 2, . . . ,  N. ( i l )  
dt 
According to the assumption of the initial state V(0) of the main-network, we may define 
xi l(t)  -- yix(t) for i = 2, 3,...  N. (h2) 
yll(t)' 
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Moreover, 
dXil(t) Yll(t) (dy i l ( t ) /d$)  - Yil(t) (dy l l ( t ) /d t )  
d---~ = (Yll(t)) 2 (A3) 
Combining (A1) and (A3) gives the differential equation 
dx~l( t )  = K(~i  - ,~l)Xil (t), for i = 2, 3 , . . ,  N, (A4) 
dt 
with the solution 
x i l ( t )  = K i t  exp(K(~i - ~l)t), for i = 2, 3 , . . . ,  N, (A5) 
where K~t is a constant depending on K ,  the initial value and the eigenvalues of the matrix A. 
Using (A2) yields 
y i l ( t )  = K i lY l l ( t )exp(K(~i  - ~l)t), for i = 2,3, . . .  ,N. (A6) 
Because of y21 (t) _< 1, we have 
y~l(t) < M~, exp(2g(Ai - A1)t), for i = 2, 3 , . . . ,  N, (A7) 
where Mil = K~I. Based on ~ < At, we know 
lim Y~l(t) = 0, for i = 2, 3, . . .  N. (A8) 
$-*CO 
Together with II Vl(t)  II 2= 1, (19) and (A8) show 
lim Yll(t) = +1. (A9) 
$--*OO 
Assuming that (24)-(26) hold for j = 1, 2, . . .  ,p - 1, we will show that these equations hold 
fo r j  = p. 
For j = p, we have the following relationship according to (10) and (19): 
dy,p(t )  = g {S/XApSiy~p(t) - Cp( t )y ,p ( t )}  for i = 1, 2, g .  (A10) 
dt ' " ' "  
Using (11) gives 
= K ,~yo, ( t )  - ,~y~, ( t )S~Vk( t )V~(t )S~ - ¢,(t)y~,(t) (Al l )  
Similar to (A2), it may be defined that 
xip(t )  = yip(t) for i ¢ p, 
y Ct)' 
and it follows that 
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and 
xip(t) = K~p exp (K (A~ - Ap) t) 
xexp K --AiEYi2k(T)+A n y2 k(r) dT ,  for iT~p (A13) 
k=l  k=l  
where Kip is a constant similar to Kw Moreover, 
y~p(t) = K 2-~,y~t2 " 'j exp(2K(Ai - A,)t) 
[ ] t p -1  fo x exp(2K -Ai ~ y~k(r) + Ap ynk(r) dr), for i ¢ p. (A14) k=l  
For i = p+ 1,p+ 2,...,N, we obtain 
2 2 y~n(t) < K~nynn(t)exp(2K (A~- A,)t)exp 2K A n y~k(r)dr . (A15) 
Substituting y~k(t) < Mpkexp(2K(A n -Ak)t), for k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,p -  1, and y~(t) < 1 into the 
above inequality, we have 
y~p(t) < K2p exp (2K (Ai - A n) t) exp 2K Ap E Mnk exp (2K (Ap - Ak) r) dr , 
k=l  
for i=p+l ,p+2, . . . ,N.  (A16) 
Because of 
t p--I p--i 
2K fo An E Mnk exp (2K (A n - ALl T) dr = Ap E Mpk [exp (2K (A n - Ak) t) - II 
p--1 
<-AnE Mnk , (A17) 
k=l  
we obtain 
y~n(t) < Min exp(2K(Ai - Ap)t), for i = p+ 1 ,p+ 2,. . .  ,N, (A18) 
where 
n-1 Mpk ~ (A19) 
M in= g2nexp -AnkE__ 1Ap-- -?k]"  
From (A18), it is easy to obtain 
lim yin(t) =0,  for i =p+ 1 ,p+ 2,= . . . ,N .  (A20) 
t--*Oo 
For i = 1,2, . . .  ,p - 1, according to (A14) we have 
y~p(t) < K2ny~(t) exp (2K (Ai - An) t) exp 2K -Aiy2i (r) + A n Ypk (r) dr . (A21) 
Using (A17) and (A19) 3 gives 
y~p(t) <_ Mipexp(2K (Ai- Ap)t)exp 2K --A~y2i(T) dT , for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,p - -  1, (A22) 
S(A17) and (A19) hold also for i = 1,2 . . . . .  p -  1. 
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because of limt_.¢¢ y~i(t) = 1, for i = 1, 2 , . . .  ,p -  1, we have 
- ~---7 + e~p, t _> ~'ip, for i = 1 ,2 , . . . ,p -  1, (A23) 
where 0 < eip < Ap/Ai and Tip is a constant depending on e~p. 
Subst i tut ing  (A23) into (A22), for t > rip we have 
{[ /: /: ]} y2,(t) _< Mi ,  exp 2K  ( A, -Xp) t+ - -Xiy~(T)dT--  (A , -Xp+Xie i , )  dT 
ip 
<_ Lip exp ( -2KA ie ip t ) ,  for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,  p -  1, 
where 
( I  ) Lip = Mipexp(2K(A i  - Ap + Aieip) T~p)exp 2K  -A iy2 i (v )dr  , 
for i - -1 ,2 , . .  . ,p -1 .  (A25) 
Inequal i ty  (A24) shows that  
l im yip(t) = O, for i = 1, 2 , . . . ,p  - 1. (A26) 
t---*oo 
Combin ing (A20) and (A26) with [[ Vp(t)  [[2= 1, we have 
l imy ip( t )=0,  i ~t p 
t--*OO 
l im y~p(t) = +1. (A27) 
t---+OO 
This  completes the proof of (24)-(26). 
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